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IJ$STRI\CT

The Fourier - Moment method developed by King and Hullins has

been applied to the case of an isolated scratch decaying by viscous

£10\" in an amorphous material such as a simple glass. Using the

Stokes-Einstein equation to relate the diffusivity and viscosity co-

efficients, a comparison of rates suggests that viscous flow 'vOllld

predominate over volume or surface diffusion as the mechanism of

scratch healing in simple amorphous materials for scratch widths

above approximately 0.1 microns.
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HITRODUCTION

The smoothing of an isolated scratch on the surface of a heated

solid represents one of several capillarity-induced phenomena in

which forces of surface tension motivate changes in topography. Over

. the last few years a number of publications have appeared in the lit-

erature describing the kinetics of decay of single and multiple

scratches by surface diffusion, volume diffusion, and ev~)oration

condensationl-S. n~ile diffusioIlal me~~anisms are thD11ght to con-

. tribute si~lificantly to scratch healing in crystalline bodies,

another type of mechanism, namely, viscous flOlY'may be .important in

non-crystalline glasses and organic polymers. Powders of these stm-

stances appear to sinter by a viscous flm>! rather than a diffusional

mechanism6. The purpose of this ccmmtmication is to extend the

theory of scratch smoothing to include smoothing by a mech~~i~l of

viscous flOlv*.

FOURIER INfEGRAL FOR\[JLATION A~TDSOLtJrION FOR AN ISOL.ATED SCRATCH
DECAYINGBY VISCOUS FLaV

Consider an isolated scratch ",hose profile lies in the XZ-plane

as illustrated in Figure 1. FollOlving King and MUllins2, the scratch

can be represented, mathematically, as a Fourier integral in t}le

*The authors have recently become a'Y'are that Dr. N.A. Gjostein of the

Ford Scientific Laboratory has independently derived results similar
to those reported here .
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e:(w) = -yw/2T'1 is the decay factor for viscous flmV' (VF), w = 27f/>"

is the frequency of a Fourier component, y is the surfa.ce tension and

n the viscosity coefficient. S is a dlmmy variable of integration

equivalent to X. King and Mu1lins2 have solved Eq. (1) for the surface

and volume diffusion cases. Since the mathematical procedure is the

same in the case of viscous flmV' \,'eshall simply give the solution and

refer the reader not familiar with the details to their paper.
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where F = y/2n, a new variable of integration k defined by w= kiF t
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has been introduced, and Uyp = X/Ft is a reduced length. The time
, ..

t appearing in Eq. (3) is the sum of the eA~erimental running tbne t
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and an additive constant t as discussed by King and Mullins. It is seeno

from Eq. (3)'that the shape of the profile remains unchanged during the

fl~ttening process, since the shape is reflected by the ,,jeighting factors

<xn>0 which occur outside the integrals. The quant.itiesappearing

under the integral signs reflect only the decay process - in this in-

stance, viscou~ flow.

The integrals in Eq.(3) are standard and can be readily evaluated.

Employing a notation used by Gruber and Nullins 4, "ie define a I1scratch

2 I .~ .

. strength". ()fVf by r:X.Vf ::;:(X>,JZ(F-t) and the I!degree of as}11lTI1ctryl1fV'f

as P\lf ::;' Z< X1)0 (!='tl) 1< X2.>~ . In terms of these parameters the
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It will be observedfrom Eq.(4) that, as in the cases of surface and

volume diffusion previously analyzed4, the amplitude of the scratch

- ~~~VF2.)
ire I + ~~~fy~

(6)

scratchprofile becomes
1/
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profile is reflected by the magnitude of the scratch strength, v.,hereas

the degree of as)'i11metrydetennines its shape. For an isolated scratch

decaying to flatness by viscous flmv the amplitude decreases ,~ith time

as lit' 3. Hrnvever, the anti-symmetric component increases linearly

\vith time.

For purposes of plotting Eq. (4) has been re'~Titten in the standard

fom

_ :t:Vf (X} tl~

~

-
pVfL

tl v"--Lt.
{+\.l7.. \2-IJfJ [

z..

1

' 1 - "3 IlVf

J - _( 1+ u.:rY'
(7)

where we have let liB = TI/2ayF and have substituted ~<pressions (5)

and (6). Figure 2 sho,~s t)~ical scratch profiles obtained from Eq.(7)

for four differentvalues of the degree of aS~~letlY. The strong de-

pendence of the shape of the scratcll on ~~ is clearly evident. The

profile corresponding to PvF = 0 is the standard symmetric profile

for a scratch decaying by viscous flmv. An interesting feature of the

profiles is that they do not exhibit an indefinite number of oscillations

that seemstobe a characteristic of scratches healing by a diffusional

mechanism2, 4. The behavior displayed here is quite similar to that pre-

dicted by ~mllins9 in the late stages bf the sintering of a wire to a

plane surface by viscous flmv.

DISCUSSION

It is of particular interest to compare the rates of the various

mass transport processes that can play a role in the smoothing of a
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scratC}1. A u.seful -pnra,'neter in making such a comparison is the scratdl

width 1'1, defined simply as the separation dist?.J1ce bet'o,'een maxima in the

scratch profile. FOT the case of a symmetric ~cratch the pertinent

relationships are sumnarized belm.,:

I

2Ft for viscous flow (thiswork)

6.22(D t')1/3 for volwne diffusion (King-~lllins
Ref. 2)

6.90CBt')1/4 for surface diffllsion CKing-~~llins
Ref. 2)

\",here D ~DrYQ Q 11.7 and B ~ sDSS12vIKT are material parameters de-\ ,J a ... a

fined by King and Mullins 2. Since \ve are interested in comparing rates,

it is necessary to form expressions for the relative time rate of increase

of W. Denoting the time derivative of Wby \~ one obtains

and
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\ihere the subscripts VF, and V and S refer to viscous flm." volume

diffusion and surface diffusion, respectively. Qo is the volume oC:fUPied 'h.

by a molecule. Frcm F.q.(Sa) it is evident that if W < [(b,t2) . ~ J
volume diffusion \vill be the preferred mechanism of scratch healing
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compared to viscous floi'!, while from Eq. (8b) surface diffusion will he

more irllportant than ViSCOlLc;flow when the scratch width is less than
i.\ II

[_(~~~ 0 ~L ._ ~""'J
l 3 C Tli *.

g . /-

While the exact nature of the relationship hetHcen the dif£usivity

and viscosity is not kno~~ for all subst~lces, it appears that the

diffusivity and viscosity of solids at elevated temperatures are

related quantities. For example, Turnbull and CohenlO believe it

possible, although not proven, that an equation having the form of

the Stokes-Einstein relatio!l DV= bT~ holds for glasses over the

entire fluidity ranp;e. For simple liquids the para.meter b is usually

close to the Stokes-Einstein value, b = _3 k so that D\
. =

3kT rp,
TIao I TIao

the quantity ~ being equal to the reciprocal of the viscosity coefficient

11and ao is the molecular diameter. If the Stokes-Einstein equation is

taken as a limiting case to express the relationship between the diffusivity

and viscosity of an amorphous substance then, assuming ao:::: lO-7cm, it

appears from Eq.(8a) that viscous £ION would be a more rapid scratch

healing process than volume diffusion for scratch widths in excess of about
o A

20A. Assuming further that DS"v 10'" IV it can be calculated from Ef{.(8b)

that viscous f101<1would also predominate over surface diffusion when the

scratch width exceeds approximately 0.1 microns. Viscous flO\.;, therefore,

may play a far more important role in the healing of scratches in amorphous

*This conclusion may also be inferred from Null ins , paper (Reference 9) if
the 'vavelength A of the sinusoidal perturbations ,,,hich he considered is
replaced by the scratch width W.
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substances than it does in crystalline substances where it seems quite

likely that diffusion mechanisms predominate.
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